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history of northern ireland wikipedia - northern ireland is one of the four countries of the united kingdom although it is
also described by official sources as a province or a region situated in the northeast of the island of ireland it was created as
a separate legal entity on 3 may 1921 under the government of ireland act 1920 the new autonomous northern ireland was
formed from six of the nine counties of ulster four, united kingdom of great britain and northern ireland - united kingdom
scotland wales northern ireland history rulers politics government, united kingdom history geography facts points of apart from the land border with the irish republic the united kingdom is surrounded by sea to the south of england and
between the united kingdom and france is the english channel the north sea lies to the east to the west of wales and
northern england and to the southeast of northern ireland the irish sea separates great britain from ireland while
southwestern england the northwestern, cain glossary of terms on northern ireland conflict - a abercorn restaurant on 4
march 1972 a bomb exploded in the abercorn restaurant in central belfast killing two people and injuring over 130 many of
the injured lost limbs the nature of the bombing and the extent of the injuries suffered meant that the attack left a lasting
impression on the public in northern ireland, united kingdom new world encyclopedia - the united kingdom of great britain
and northern ireland commonly known as the united kingdom the uk or britain is a state located off the northwestern coast of
mainland europe it comprises the island of great britain the north east part of the island of ireland and many small islands
northern ireland is the only part of the uk with a land border sharing it with the republic of ireland, where s my country annexations and occupations germany hungary bulgaria croatia albania japan south africa morocco ethiopia china india
indonesia israel, western painting contemporary western art 1945 2000 - western painting contemporary western art
1945 2000 the postwar work of braque developed a few basic themes the space and content of the studio series of five
paintings were formulated in vertical phases of varying sombreness a mysterious bird that featured in this series was a
symbol expressive of aspiration nicolas de sta l a friend of braque who was born in st petersburg
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